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Welcome to this guide! A manual on how to get started as a creative. If  you’re a  
young African who is looking to  identify and pursue more creative projects, 
then this kit will provide you the advice and questions necessary to do so. 
Whether you need help with identifying or simply readjusting what you think 
about the creative life, this guide will help you do just that.  

This guide was designed for you to revisit time and time again as you embark 
on the journey of  identifying your creative gifts, general advice and when you 
need a pick me up.As a creative for the last 4 years, the details in this guide are 
based on  my journey from a Biology student ( I wanted to be a doctor but I did 
not get good grades. I failed!) to the only copy writer and creative consultant 
for four years at Trivago. I found my creative voice and style and continue 
using the advice I give in this book to charter into new creative waters.When 
applied, this advice and techniques work, but only if  you do. They should not 
be applied once like a magic serum. Apply them regularly until you get your 
desired results. Then tweak them and get better. 



I ’m a what?!



I’m a what?! 

You’re a typical young African, doing all things you are ‘supposed’ to 

do. You’ve grown up obeying the rules and doing all that you can to   

excel so that you can live ‘well’ in the future. 

Maybe you are currently in school and are trying to get good grades,  

or you show up at your accounting or government job and cant wait 

for 4 pm ( You’re supposed to leave at 5 but everyone leaves at 4 

so..).You do all the things that you  are supposed to  with the 

expectancy that you will be successful and have a good life , have 

THE job AND be paid  good money. 

There is something though, something you are hiding from 

everyone….. and probably have not admitted to yourself  because for 

the longest time, our kind have been told to suppress this secret 

power. 

You are creative. 

You  spend countless hours writing that romance novel or doodling 

comics in your spare time. You’ve written songs , tell the best jokes 

and everyone comes to you when they need a new outfit designed. 

You’ve got a knack for graphic designing and have the best plot ideas 

for movies and music videos. You can dance up a storm, fix anything 



and everything in the most unconventional way and stay cute while 

you do it. 

In fact you are so creative that you’ve considered earning an income 

from your craft. Looking at your work, you know you’r not that bad 

and surely someone could pay some cool hard cash for your work. 

Is that possible you ask? It sure is! 

Stick around and lets hash this out. 

First of  all, what is a ‘creative ‘ or ‘creative person’?  

There has been quite some commentary about whether the word 

creative should be used as a noun the way I use it in this book. I use 

the word creative to describe people that are artistic  like sculptors, 

writers, painters,  musicians, designers etc, , its a term that is being 

collectively used for people who probably studied the arts or 

humanities studies. I use this term to describe a person that creates 

things that they may not have necessarily gone to school for, but 

depend upon their imagination to create said things. 

 



The dictionary says : 

‘relating to or involving the use of  the imagination or original ideas 
to create something.’ 

or 
‘a person whose job involves creative work.’ 

Jeff  Goins , a popular author who writes about publishing and 
creative work defines a creative the following way 

A creative is an artist. Not just a painter or musician or writer. She 
is someone who sees the world a little differently than others. 

A creative is an individual. He is unique, someone who doesn’t 
quite fit into any box. Some think of  creatives as iconoclasts; others 

see them as rebels. Both are quite apt. 

A creative is a thought leader. He influences people not necessarily 
through personality but through his innate gifts and talents 

 



 

What is YOUR definition of a creative? 
 ( You are not being graded, feel free to define it the way you want, they way you’ve 

been taught or what you’ve always thought it was )



So whats 
the problem?



Whats the problem then? 

“ Do you think art will feed you?” 

“Theres no security in this, you’ll starve to death” 

“You’re joking. Singing?” 

“Wait till your father gets home!” 

I’m sure you’ve heard a lot of  discouraging things about the creative 

life and probably have not had any good examples of  a successful 

creative in your community. Horrible stories swirl around those that 

are successful and the fear of  not having a steady income stands in 

your way. 

In fact it started way before you were cognisant of  it. Back when you 

were a child. 

Children are very curious in nature, and  see the world very 

differently than adults do. Theres something about how curious they 

are, how they really observe objects and the bravery they have to tilt 

something on its head without fear of  breaking it. The older you 

grew, the more you heard ‘NO, don’t touch that, NO, put that back!’ 

and  sadly  this NO implanted itself  in your mind and you 

conditioned yourself  to ‘colour within the lines’. 



Once you get to high school the emphasis is usually on getting good 

grades in the sciences and mathematics because with good grades in 

those subjects, you’re taking the first step to entering university and  

what we call the road to ‘success’. Being creative has no part in your 

every day life. 

BUT never fear, with this book we will set you off  on a path to 

reassure you that being creative to your full capacity is what you’ve 

been searching for all long. 

Our parents lived at a time when the only way you could earn a 

steady income was to be a lawyer, teacher, nurse or Doctor ( or any 

other ‘reliable’ career option). There was immeasurable pride at 

having attained such a status. If  you were lucky enough to work for a 

reputable company that was doing well financially, you got a house, 

a car and house help. Quite the deal if  you ask me. 

You were a part of  the ‘apamwamba’ ( ‘the ones at the top’ -

Nyanja,Zambia) — the upper class. This is still somewhat true today. 

If  you want a steady income in a vibrant city like Lusaka (Zambia) 

where I am from, you have to be an accountant, work in a company 

or ‘tamanga (literal translation is ‘running’) or makwebo’ — work all 

sorts of  entrepreneurial magic. We as young people have continued 

on this path even when we have seen our parents get retrenched or 

get fired with no plan or creative side hustle to land on when things 



got rough.Nobody really encouraged our creativity. But how can we 

pursue our creativity when the creative genius of  young Africans is 

being pushed to the side? What is the use of  focusing on ones talents 

instead of  just having a job and getting on with it??  

The questions we ask ourselves sound like: 

‘Why continue to draw if  what I have to do to earn enough money 

AND respect is work this desk job? ‘ 

‘Why bother with this intricate hair braiding when the big bucks is in 

nursing?’ ‘Writing? Why should I do that? Who is going to publish 

my work? Will I see a cent of  any money if  I do get published? How 

do I get published?Who cares about my story anyway?’ 

‘Designing clothes? Contemporary African art? Who will recognise 

me on the continent (because us Africans are the problem, problem, 

we don’t care about this stuff  etc etc )’ 

‘Even if  I love to paint, or create something fun out of  recyclable 

materials what does it matter? ‘ 

There hasn’t been a lot of   progress made with art and artists in 

Africa. Times are changing and we are getting more recognition, but  

it is still deeply ingrained that an artist is someone who must have 

not done well in school and has nothing else to do with their life and 

so they MUST do the only thing left. 

African ‘art’ has been reduced to crafts sold at the roadside for a 

quick buck, no refinement, no thoughtful audience and no proper 



appreciation. African writers are mostly categorised as ‘Freedom 

writers’, writers that wrote shortly after most African countries. 

gained independence and the feelings were still raw. The stories 

being told about our continent continue to be skewed because 

nobody encourages young Africans to become voracious readers and 

writers. Surely we must change? Young Africans have not been 

encouraged to write about their life as an African now, for example 

what does that look like? Where is our poetry? Where are OUR love 

stories? Yes, there are a handful that you could probably name, but 

we can do much better than we are currently doing.  



Do you believe you cannot successfully use your God given 
creative talents? 

What has kept you from pursuing your creative talent?  
(List all the ‘excuses’ you can think of.) 






Mind work ? 

As  a creative African, you are going to have to break a lot of  rules. 
A lot of  these rules are beliefs that you have kept your mind prisoner 
for a very long time. 
This limiting belief  sounds something like this : 
Forget being creative, forget my talents, I should just get a  

regular job in an office and completely forget about my 
creative talents. 

The only way to survive is getting a job in a government 
office. 

Look, everyone needs a regular income, so having a regular job is 
not a bad thing, but do not for one second believe that you must give 
up on your creative talents. They could give you the break you are 
looking for. That talent can help you make extra money as a student. 
Do you see yourself  working in that office job forever? 
Or are you waiting to use your creative talents only after retirement? 
The most important battles we fight are in the soul and mind. Your 
way of  thinking has been a huge catalyst , shaping the state of  your 
life right now. 
Have you ever take a moment to ask yourself  what limiting beliefs 
you have?  
Do you think some people were just born lucky?  



So what do I do?



What do I need to do? 

Identify your creative super power. 
First things first we need to identify what your creative super power 

is!  

Are you a writer? Do you love designing cool graphics? Drawing 

comics all over your notebooks? 

How about designing funky clothes? Crocheting? Impressive 

needlework? Turning everyday mundane things into works of  art? 

Sewing pieces of  ankara /chitenge /kitenge together to make cute 

outfits? Graphic design anyone?  

What have you been able to do that seemed to come naturally?  

Something that you can do for hours on end , without noticing that 

the time passes by.  

I was able to read enormous amounts of  books and write stories 

very easily from a young age. I enjoyed writing Mills and Boon style 

love stories for friends in secondary school. I’m a natural at public 

speaking so I can do interviews, podcasts and video very easily. I 

have had to practice a lot by experimenting with writing stories in 

different genres,  writing speeches and essays, and  directing 

television commercials to better my story telling abilities. I am sure 

you know what comes easily to you. You were ‘born that way’. 



Thats your thing! What you have to realise is that you are naturally 

creative, you can do what you set out to do. What you need is 

confidence! 

There are creatives that have the following titles : 

Modelling, styling, pastry chef, interior designer, designer, set 

designer, movie director, script writer, motion designer, floral 

designer, photographer, illustrator, makeup artist, choreographer …. 

the list goes on and on … 

What they did first was figure out what they liked to do and how 

they naturally had a knack for it. Before you become a floral 

designer you must know that you love to arrange flowers. 

There are some people that think  

‘ Creative? I am not creative at all. I can barely get myself  out of  the 

house in the morning, create something?’  

Well maybe ‘how to get organised’ is your superpower, some people 

get really creative at getting themselves out of  a hole they have 

found themselves in ( life happens!),  maybe thats the thing you can 

use to creatively help people. Have you heard of  Marie Kondo? 

Look her up! 



 

What are your beliefs about life as a creative?

What are your biggest fears about being a creative?



I think I know what my super power is, 
now what? 

 
By trying often, the monkey learns to jump from the 

tree- Buganda proverb (Uganda) 

You have to try different things in order to find exactly what you 

really enjoy and have a natural knack for, and when you find it, do it 

over and over and over again.  

Why do it over and over?   

To be so good they cannot ignore you (Steve Martin).  

What does this practising look like? It means that you consistently 

make something, day after day or week after week with the mindset 

of  creating something much better than before. The first few drafts 

are not always the best. So what you are doing is improving on that 

masterpiece. Everyone has natural talent, what a lot of  people lack is 

skill. Practise brings about skill and you have to be skilled to excel. 

One danger of  continuous practice is simply doing it on 

Autopilot.There should be an improvement of  skill  and not just to 

rack up ‘practising’ numbers.  

 



 

“Practicing as a creative is daunting in the beginning, 
in fact it's the hardest thing anyone can do. One thing to 

remember is that through the exploration of  your 
creativity comes liberation.” - Nneji Akunne  

No matter how it feels or how unimpressive you think it is, just keep 

at it. 

Did you know that Bob Marley worked on writing songs nearly 

everyday?! How many songs do you think he wrote? After all we 

only really know of  a handful of  songs compared to the sheer 

amount of  songs he must have written. 

Are you into Kpop (Korean Pop Music) ? I am and I am a big fan of  

a band called Big Bang, G-Dragon to be specific. He was challenged 

at a young age to write a new song every week and he did! He 

sharpened his song writing skills and now  Big Bang is one of  

Kpop’s most famous bands with a lot of  their hits penned by G-

Dragon.  

Whats the lesson here?  

You have to keep getting better.  

Will it get boring? Probably, but part of  practising and improving is 

finding ways to make it more fun!  

Where will you find the time to do all this practising?  You have to 

do the adult thing of  prioritising. 

https://www.nnejiakunne.com/


You may have to spend one hour less on social media or watching 

television. You may have to say no to your friends and learn new 

techniques, research and try new things. The most important thing 

is you must keep practising. 

When I started writing I wrote romance ‘Mills and Boon’ type 

stories in high school. Then all I did was write on my blog and  I've 

been writing on my blog for a long time now.I blogged about what I 

had for dinner that day and about cute guys I had seen on the bus. I 

kept at it and proud to say that I am writing for a living. 

“What the disappointment of  picking up the pieces 

and putting together each one of  them teaches you is 
there is not just one way to create, and neither is there one 

way to complete and master a task.Everyone must find 
their method and path, and then complete it.” - Samba 

Yonga 

 

https://ku-atengamedia.com/
https://ku-atengamedia.com/


 
 

How can you carve out time for practising your creative talent? 
(you may need to identify what boundaries you need to set up.Remember to keep 

this enjoyable!) 



Find like minded people 

Sticks in a bundle are unbreakable - Bondei proverb (Tanzania) 

 

If  you want to go fast go alone, if  you want to go far, go 

together - African proverb. 

“Think of  your fellow creatives as mentors in the space you're in. 

While some of  you may be doing similar things, your work will 

always differ. With collaboration you're able to discover new ways of  

thinking.” - Nneji Akunne 

“You are the average of  the five people you spend the most time 

with.” ― Jim Rohn 

Being around other creative people fuels your passion. 

Have you ever sat across from a person that is working on a project, 

and as they tell you about it the fire in their eyes just gives you 

goosebumps? This kind of  energy is contagious and can fuel your 

own fire, so get around these kind of  people as often as you can.You 

can glean a lot of  knowledge from listening to their struggles and 

successes  and it will definitely help you make it through your own. 

This is also a  way to channel new ideas and bring collaborations 

that you never thought possible. 



Another way is looking online .There are several networks online for 

young African creatives where you can show your work, or 

collaborate and get advice. Some of  my favourites include Creative 

Nestlings . Ask around and find out where the creatives in your city 

congregate. You wont regret it! 

Hashtags on instagram and twitter are a great way of  finding the 

tribe. Use social media to find people. They are usually really 

friendly and open to dialogue. 

As I continued writing my blog in the early years (blogging about 

what I ate for dinner) I eventually  got in touch with other writers, 

some who gave good advice, but most importantly those that had a 

vision and pushed me, challenged me to do more and be more. 

I am glad I found those people. 

They inspired me, cheered for me and most of  all criticised my 

work! (Oh, it was so painful in the beginning. Lots of  hurt feelings 

and disappointment. It was like your mother telling you off  and then 

saying you would thank her one day!) 

Through all of  that, I learnt how to write , how to not be so shy 

about my work and go out there on a limb. I got stronger and more 

daring. 

Find your tribe.Find like minded people and let them be the chisel 

that helps carve you into a better maker of  awesome things. 

https://www.creativenestlings.com/
https://www.creativenestlings.com/


Keep the green-eyed monster in check! 

You are probably on social media where the currency is ‘likes' and 

there is great danger in becoming jealous of  people you should be 

learning from. People upload their work and businesses online for 

other people to admire and buy. If  all you are concerned about is 

likes, you are most likely to steal other peoples work and not learn 

anything at all. You can duplicate someone else work but you will 

make anything as well as they can. By all means, admire and share 

what you see online, but leaving horrible comments, ripping off  and 

sharing without giving credit is a big no! 

Do not get onto social media to speak ill of  someone's work just 

because you are not getting the response you want, and hope that 

being critical gets you attention.It does, but not the kind you want. 

People never forget how you made them feel, and if  you make 

enemies in the learning stage, you are damaging any future 

collaborations because people talk and the stories get even more 

exaggerated as they go. 

What you post online is forever!If  you think that way, you will be 

more careful about what you post! 

WARNING



On the flip side maybe you are so good that people are jealous of  

the work that you do and they try and sabotage you.Try your best to 

stay clear of  these murky situations. 

Be a sponge, learn, tweak, collaborate and experiment with other 

creatives 

Remember you are doing this for the love of  the creativity, to express 

this creativity inside you.For your pleasure. 



Learn from the criticism 
 

Wisdom is like fire. People take it from others - Hema 

(Democratic Republic of  Congo) 

 

"There is a temptation, especially online, to have flashes for 

contempt when you receive criticism. Specifically a contempt 

towards your audience. Fight that, it is destructive. All criticism is 

relevant. Anyone who consumes your work is worth listening to. 

You are a servant, in that way. But don't let the internet lead you. 

There is a danger in democratising your art, it is not fuelled by 

public opinion, respect your autonomy." - Siyanda Mohutsiwa 

When I started my job in a company as a paid writer, I was 

convinced that my writing was pretty good, and if  I got any bad 

feedback then surely it was because the person critiquing me was not 

a native english speaker. In actual fact receiving that critics just 

stung. I figured that my years of  blogging meant that I knew a thing 

or two about writing ( which I did!) but I didn’t know enough. 

The difference was that this time I was not writing my own thoughts 

on a blog, but I wrote to represent a company.It was tough! 

I thought people hated me when they disagreed with my writing 

style. 



During one of  my work reviews, somebody said 

' She is clearly not a good writer and should have stuck with 

blogging' Ouch! 

I wanted the first bus back to the Jacaranda lined streets of  Lusaka.  

Could I do this? 

Lucky enough my boss believed in me and found a manageable way 

to help me improve without my self  esteem being completely 

destroyed.. I am still working on it. 

Another thing that helped me was that I found a mentor that could 

look at my writing and frequently trash it if  need be. 

What doesn't kill you makes you stronger! ( Kelly Clarkson anyone?) 

These days when someone criticises my work I don't bat an eye lid.  

Okay not true , it still hurts a little bit but I am working on 

separating personal feelings from the criticism. 

I have learned to ask for criticism because it makes me sharper!To 

get valuable criticism on your work you find a mentor that can help 

guide you by showing you where you are going wrong.The thing 

about keeping ideas in your head is that they are always incredible 

right? Theres no need to improve them because they are the best 

thing that ever happened and the fear of  sharing is being told that 

they are crap. 



Mentors will inspire you and are patient with you because they have 

been where you are. They are deep wells of  wisdom.A mentor can 

be a pastor, a teacher, a business owner, but most importantly 

someone who understands what you want and where you want to 

go, someone that knows a thing or two about your passions and 

talents. Take their advice seriously, sometimes even with a grain of  

salt. 

Ultimately all decisions you make are yours, and you will live with 

the outcomes, glorious or otherwise. 

 






 

What do you hate the most about criticism?  
How do you plan on dealing with it?



Share your work with the world 

Return to old watering holes for more than water; friends and 

dreams are there to meet you - African Proverb 

“Share your work with designers, coders, writers, painters 

even lawyers! They will put a spin to your work that you never 

imagined possible.” - Abraham Abbi Asefaw 

Are you afraid of  people stealing your great idea or your creative 

work? Happens to the best of  us.People are afraid that if  they share 

their idea, someone who has the money to back it up will run with 

the idea and find success. (Have you looked into the origins of  

facebook? look it up ). 

I think that there needs to be a little wisdom involved in when you 

share your idea and with whom. 

Another reason creatives are afraid of  sharing their idea or work is 

judgement. 

“They will laugh at me.” 

My brother, that is the least of  your worries, they are laughing at you 

already about something! :) People talk about people all the time. 

You need to learn to not care. 

https://medium.com/@abrahamasefaw


For example, writing a blog post or posting on instagram means that 

you putting your work out there and you cannot expect everyone to 

like it. Many people can see your post and can say whatever they 

like.*Oh, the sting!* 

Why should you share your ideas then? The truth is you share ideas 

to get feedback, critique and ultimately support.You want to share 

your idea because getting any kind of  feedback is good for you, and 

will help you get better! Creativity is usually all about collaboration, 

its not a one man show. Think of  music. You have producers, 

singers, back up singers,  and if  it has a great video you have the 

choreography. Everyone has a part to play, and having collaborators 

can improve your work. An important thing you will earn from 

fellow creatives is what they are sharing and what they are not, pay 

attention and learn. 

Will you share these ideas with all the people on the bus on the way 

home? Of  course not. 

You want to share ideas with people that believe what you believe. 

Meaning you will have to identify these people, and you have to 

know in your gut that this is right. When you surround yourself  with 

people that have similar creative superpowers, over time you get to 

know them.You start to identify who is sneaky and who is 

trustworthy. Give it a little time, you'll know who to share with. 



When you share your work you teach those around you what you 

know. There are some people coming behind you that are looking at 

YOU for inspiration. 

When you hoard your ideas you become the sneaky one. 

Every time someone asks what you are working on you brush them 

off, now they start to think you're the thief ! 

Sharing ideas is great because you gain access to more knowledge 

and even more ideas!  

 



 

 

 

How can you overcome these fears?

What are your fears about sharing your ideas?



Rinse and Repeat 
Do the steps again and again and again. Discover more about 
yourself  and your creative talents. Read about your interests and try 
new things.  
Have you ever met a musician that seemed to know how to play 
more than once instrument? They jump from the piano to the bass, 
to the flute! How beautiful and astounding! You too can design 
beautiful graphic tees, build amazing websites and sing your heart 
out! Its all about trying new tings and practise. Once you find that 
one thing that makes your heart sing.. run with it baby! 

So when will I be famous? 

Patience can cook a stone - African proverb 

Who doesn’t want to be famous and make its of  money? 

That's a lot of  us these days, especially since we know that people 

seemingly more mediocre than we are have become famous and 

rich.I have to give you some news now so I hope you are sitting 

down. 

Be patient. You have to follow the process. 

After identifying your creative super power, practising, showing your 

work, working with a mentor….. you have to be patient. There is a 

certain excitement that comes with finally finding what you love to 



do creatively and you’re  rearing to go! To sell , to make money and 

be the next big thing. With social media we all want to go viral. 

It unfortunately does not work out that way for everyone. So what 

can you do when it feels like you are going nowhere with this skill 

you’ve been perfecting for so long? 

Be patient when no one wants to look at your work, or sponsor it, be 

patient when the nights are lonely and that sculpture is just not 

shaping up. 

Be patient when no one is looking at your photographs, or watching 

your youtube video. 

Be patient when it seems like this creative thing is a waste of  time 

Yes, you will have to keep working at your 'proper job', or attending 

school or University. 

What a lot of  these popular people online don't tell you is that they 

work during the day and create at night (and it's perfectly fine!).  

Better to create under a roof  with bills paid than being homeless and 

hungry. 

You won't even be creative, you just might get creative stealing and 

this is not what this information is about. 

*grin* 

Money is not the end game, but becoming better than you 
were before.The money will come, but you must become 

better!  



You are an artiste and your work is very important. Learn how to be 

creative for the love of  it, and most of  all, do it because it is FUN! 

Your creativity can be a great source of  income, but that should 

never ever be the motivation. I know that its disheartening when you 

see people living their best life on social media and flaunting money, 

but all that glitters is not gold. Fame and fortune has become more 

important than it used to be. 

Did you know some people only become famous after they die? 

Ridiculous right?  

Do you remember learning about Gregor Mendel in science class?

Gregor Mendel  was an Austrian  scientist and Abbot who did 

experiments that ended up being  the foundation upon which we 

have built studies of  genetics upon.His work was only recognised 

posthumously  because he was not interested in publishing his work. 

He experimented over and over again. 

Another person that was more well known after their death was 

Bruce Lee.Who doesn’t know Bruce Lee? His face is plastered on t-

shirts and posters. He died before 'Enter the Dragon' was released. 

Imagine that!  

So…be patient with yourself  and with developing your creativity. 

We need YOU to bring more excitement, more life and more colour 

into this world you amazing creative you! 

Show us how different things can be. 



We are starving for your insight, your creations, and to be a part of  

the amazingness that you are!It will be well worth it in the end. 

 I would love to tell you the stories about how sports men like 

Michael Jordan, Kobe Bryant ,Tiger Woods and Serena Williams 

spent hours becoming top notch players, but I don’t because this is 

about Africans, and unfortunately we have not documented these 

stories about our own people. So get to writing so you can tell the 

world about amazing African creators.  



 

 

 

What would happen if  you never made any money or became 
famous because of  your creativity? 



However long the night, the dawn will break. ~ 
African proverb 

Keep believing.Even when it seems like you are getting nowhere 

with your creative work, keep the faith. 

You are talented, you matter, and your work matters. You are an 

amazing African. Africa is in you. 

Do you know how powerful that is?Don’t listen to those that tell us 

that we are worth nothing. 

Don't believe that things will always stay the same in Africa, or for 

Africans living outside of  Africa. 

 

A trader does not listen to the loud music of  the 
market instead he concentrates on selling his produce. 

Keep creating. 

We are a strong people. A people filled with joy and potential. Filled 

with so much talent. 

I am proud to be African. I am proud to be creative and colourful.  

Ask the Master Creator to open up your eyes to the way he has 

creatively created you.Without fear walk in what he shows you. How 

can you not be creative when you were created by the one who 

coloured the skies? 



The greatest dreams you can have are the ones that 

appear while you are wide awake, these are seeds of  your 
greatness and until they are planted and nurtured, they 

remain as potential seeds nothing more. ( Source unknown, if  you 

find it please let me know :) ) 

Thank you for  reading and filling out this workbook. 



Get cracking! 
We are waiting!



Hey. I’m Twaambo, 

You’re in the right place if  you’ve realised that you need to get comfortable with who you 
are, what you want and need clarity on how you can move forward. 

I’m obsessed with doing everything I can to help you take big steps and actions towards 
clarifying your inner confusion and pinpointing steps to move you forward. I want to help 
you own up to your mistakes, face your failures, and actually have fun learning all the 
wonderful ways you can feel human again, move on, and navigate this journey. 

Join the epic mailing list here 

I have been writing, podcasting, and public speaking since 2014. We’re talking everything 
from freelance writing full time, a weekly radio show on blogtalk radio, collaborating with 
countless creatives, ideating for tv advertising and publishing my own books. 

I want your family and friends to see who you really are, but most of, all I want you to 
show yourself  in all your vulnerable glory. The real you. That’s what I am here for. 

P.S. I went to school and studied biology at some point, have published a few things for 
different blogs (portfolio ready upon request).I’ve spoken online and IRL (in real life) 
events for companies/organizations such as trivago, fashion Africa now, and more. 

https://trulytwaambo.com/contact/
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